
Beginning   to   Sink  

But   when   he   saw   the   wind   boisterous,   he   was   afraid;   and   beginning   to   sink,   he   cried,  
saying,   Lord   save   me.   Matthew   14:30  

For   most   people   who   have   to   maintain   a   yard   or   garden,   pulling   weeds   is   a   pesky   problem.  
It’s   a   chore   that   becomes   increasingly   harder   if   we   procrastinate.   Pulling   a   weed   is   easier  
when   it   first   shows   above   the   surface,   before   its   roots   have   time   to   anchor   it   into   the   soil.  
Some   of   life’s   problems   are   similar.    It   can   be   easier   to   correct   a   problem   in   the   beginning  
before   the   situation   gains   momentum.   Early   detection   of   something   that   is   taking   us   away  
from   the   Lord   is   best   resolved   quickly   and   with   His   help   of   course!   

Peter’s   life   provides   us   with   many   profitable   practical   and   spiritual   lessons.   We   find   in  
today’s   text   that   the   Lord   designed   a   lesson   not   just   for   Peter,   but   for   us   as   well.   Jesus  
constrained   the   disciples   to   get   into   a   boat   and   then   sends   them   to   the   other   side   of   the  
Galilean   Sea.   He   then   goes   up   the   mountain   to   pray.   The   scriptures   do   not   record   His   prayer,  
but   the   ensuing   account   in   all   likelihood   shows   the   content   of   His   prayer.   He   who   controls  
the   universe   provides   a   storm   to   teach   the   disciples   and   us   about   our   need   for   utter  
dependence   on   Him.   While   focused   on   Jesus,   Peter   performs   the   impossible   by   taking   a   few  
steps   on   the   troubled   water   before   he   suddenly   realizes   his   extreme   circumstance.   Taking   his  
eyes   off   the   Lord,   the   wind   and   waves   overwhelm   him   and   he   begins   to   sink.   Peter  
immediately   recognizes   his   helplessness   and   calls   out   to   the   Lord.   He   didn’t   wait   until   he  
had   sunk   lower,   nor   did   he   try   to   save   himself.   Though   Jesus   certainly   could   have   delivered  
Peter   had   he   sunk   to   the   bottom   of   the   sea,   it   was   best   for   Peter   to   realize   the   desperation   of  
his   situation   and   cry   out   for   a   rapid   rescue.   Without   completely   sinking   he   still   learned   the  
lesson   of   the   futility   of   self-   deliverance   and   the   value   of   seeking   the   Lord’s   immediate  
assistance.  

As   believers,   we   must   perceive   when   we   are   more   focused   on   our   circumstances   than   on   the  
Lord   himself.   When   this   occurs,   we   can   easily   be   overcome   by   the   temptation   and   testing   of  
those   circumstances.   Peter’s   immediate   cry   prevented   him   from   sinking   further.   What  
residual   loss   can   occur   when   we   flounder   in   our   struggles!   Immediate   help   is   available   when  
we   call   out   to   Him.   May   we   be   alert   to   that   moment   when   we   begin   to   sink   and   remember   to  
call   out   quickly.  

                                                                                                                                J.   Ekis  

 

 



 


